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“Changes Coming at Remnant” 

I need to let you know about some big changes that are happening at Remnant. Changes that will impact 
the future of the church. The Elders have been meeting. We see what God is doing. Our future as a 
church is going to be dramatically different than our past and honestly different from what we expected 
or imagined. I'll get to the big announcement in a bit but first I need to help us all get there.  

Do you feel it? It's horrible isn't it. That feeling you get in your gut when things you thought were 
stable begin to change. Change brings with it two constants.  
First, change is inevitable. Things are going to change. Things are not going to turn out the way we 
think they should. Life is full of unexpected surprises. Just wait and things will change. 

But the second truth is that most of us hate change. We want predictability. We want to be able to 
anticipate what is going to happen. Humans are naturally uncomfortable, sometimes fearful or 
anxious, if they don't know what is going to happen next. 

 So, change is inevitable and we typically hate change.  
We feel it today. Hurricane Dorian is churning out in the gulf...we don't know what category it is going 
to be or exactly where it is going to go. We don't know the damage it will do or even if everyone will 
survive it.  There is a cone...or certain uncertainty.  

Have you ever wondered why we resist change so much? It seems almost universal. I know very few 
humans who truly love the unexpected. Who find themselves truly unprepared for and event or 
outcome.  

We try to anticipate and cover everything. Being prepared is a good thing. We buy life insurance, 
home insurance, disability insurance, health insurance, pet insurance, flood insurance, home title 
insurance, identity protection insurance, car insurance, boat insurance, motorcycle insurance, RV 
insurance, umbrella policy insurance, renters insurance, long term care insurance.....we try to 
insure and ensure every possibility.  

We resist change because it pulls us out of the fantasy that we live in....a fantasy that says we are in 
control or can be in control of whatever happens.  

As we spoke last week. Our mind/psyche was never designed to create truth. It was created for us 
to respond to the truth of God's Spirit and act. When we chose to try to be God rather than 
surrender to Him....our minds started going crazy.   

Without God's truth, God's reassurance, and God's presence....we don't know how to handle the 
circumstances that come up in our lives.   

Our desire to resist change comes from our flesh nature. We know we don't know what God knows. 
We know we can't handle everything that could happen. Our mind is fearful and anxious because we 
know deep in our psyche that we are living in a deception that we have everything under control.   

We try to deceive ourselves and others. We pretend that we are good when in fact, most of the 
time we are all at some level freaking out about what could happen in the future 

We have been studying the Book of Jeremiah. Those in the Southern Kingdom of Judah thought that 
they had God all figured out.  

They had God in their little box. They had decided what God can do and cannot do. They had 
decided that since they were God's people and God had a unilateral covenant with Abraham that 
God was powerless to punish them for living and serving other Gods.  
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They thought that they had Father Abraham's Covenant Insurance Policy. Yet God sent Jeremiah 
to them...over and over...to tell them their future and they would not listen.  

You see in the arrogance of our flesh....in the superiority of our little minds...we think we are in 
control or at least can control what happens to us.  

We think "I got this" and our psyche is screaming at us ...."No you don't"  
There are some things we can predict with some degree of certainty....Sunrises...Sunsets.... 
Gravity...but those to are held together by the hand of God at His pleasure.  

Colossians 1:15–17 (ESV) 15 He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation. 16 
For by him all things were created, in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether 
thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities—all things were created through him and for him. 
17 And he is before all things, and in him all things hold together. 

We may be able to predict the future based on our physical world and what we have seen and learned 
from the past. But there is one promise from God that will always be true in our Spiritual life. Without 
the Spirit of God in us...without being reborn through faith in Christ....the Spiritual world will never make 
sense to us.  

We needed the Holy Spirit to explain everything to us. We were designed to be taught by, led by, and 
encouraged by God. Our lives are messed up because we don't have the operating system installed to 
make sense of our world, our lives and our changing circumstances.  

God made it clear..... 
Isaiah 55:8–9 (ESV) 8 For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, 
declares the Lord. 9 For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your 
ways and my thoughts than your thoughts. 

What God is doing and will do never makes sense to the human mind. It is too wonderful, too 
incredible, and too outside our little God box for us to predict, anticipate or control.  
I believe that if everything happens just as we planned then we are not in the center of God's 
Will.  

People who lack God's Spirit or who have God's Spirit and refuse to surrender (Last Weeks Sermon) will 
live with anxiety, fear and worry.  

It is a normal response of flesh driven humans who are void of God's explanations, reassurance and 
guidance. Our verse last week reminded us that those who have the Spirit.  

Jeremiah 17:7–8 (ESV) 7 “Blessed is the man who trusts in the Lord, whose trust is the Lord. 8 He is 
like a tree planted by water, that sends out its roots by the stream, and does not fear when heat 
comes, for its leaves remain green, and is not anxious in the year of drought, for it does not cease to 
bear fruit.” 

God tells us that those who are connected to His Spirit...do not fear and are not anxious in the 
desperate times.  

Philippians 4:5–6 (ESV) 5 Let your reasonableness be known to everyone. The Lord is at hand; 6 do not 
be anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your 
requests be made known to God. 
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We are commanded by God to be anxious about nothing. He would not command what is not 
possible. We can't live a human life run by our psyche without anxiety. In fact, anxiety is the fuel 
that drives our psyche. The only reason we can live without anxiety is because the Lord is at hand. 
When we are led by the Holy Spirit the Lord is always at hand. Always present.  

We can however, live a Spirit filled life and be anxious about nothing. Not something we 
do...something we receive.  

Philippians 4:6–7 (ESV) 7 And the peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard 
your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. 

God is clear...I don't want my children worrying about anything. I will guide them. I will show 
them. I will be with them.  

Hebrews 13:5–6 (ESV) For he has said, “I will never leave you nor forsake you.” 6 So we can 
confidently say, “The Lord is my helper; I will not fear; what can man do to me?”. 
Proverbs 3:5–8 (ESV) 5 Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and do not lean on your own 
understanding. 6 In all your ways acknowledge him, and he will make straight your paths. 7 
Be not wise in your own eyes; fear the Lord, and turn away from evil. 8 It will be healing to 
your flesh and refreshment to your bones. 
Romans 8:31 (ESV) 31 What then shall we say to these things? If God is for us, who can be 
against us? 

Romans 8:38–39 (ESV) 38 For I am sure that neither death nor life, nor angels nor rulers, 
nor things present nor things to come, nor powers, 39 nor height nor depth, nor anything 
else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus our 
Lord. 

For those of us who are Spirit filled Believers of Christ....Anxiety/Worry/Fear is a warning light to us on 
the dashboard that measures our surrender.  

Put another way...if you want to know which areas of your life you have not surrendered to 
God...pay attention to area where you have anxiety. Anxiety is your psyche screaming that you need 
the guidance, reassurance and comfort that comes from the Spirit. Worry is praying to yourself. Fear 
is knowing that you are helpless to control anything.  

Which worry light is flashing on your dashboard?   
Your Finances? Your health? Your possessions? Your job? Your marriage? Your kids? Your 
school? Your future?  

Whatever is flashing....it is your pscyhe crying out to you to surrender.  
Let's go back to a Scripture... 

Philippians 4:5–6 (ESV) 5 Let your reasonableness be known to everyone. The Lord is at hand; 6 do 
not be anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let 
your requests be made known to God. 

Whatever you are anxious about...whatever you are trying to control...pray for the power in the 
Spirit of God to surrender the control that you don't have.  

Keep praying until the anxiety goes away.....Keep praying until the anxiety goes away. With 
prayer and thanksgiving..... 

If you are anxious in any area of your life...you haven't prayed enough.  
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Worry is praying to yourself and it does nothing. The antidote to worry is to pray to God 
who can do everything.  

If you are anxious, fearful, worried you have not been praying enough.  
Not my truth....God's 

Philippians 4:7 (ESV) 7 And the peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard 
your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. 

Tell David's story of peace in time of brain tumor.  
Worry and Anxiety are never driven by your circumstances. We think our circumstances cause our 
worry. It is another lie we have believed.  

You will be worried and anxious about any circumstance that is not under the presence of the Holy 
Spirit.  

You are now and have never been in control of anything in your life. If you are breathing, God 
has allowed it. You can do nothing outside of God's sovereign will. You have free will only 
because God has given it to you and only within the boundaries that God has set.  

You are not anxious because of your circumstances. You are anxious because you are rejecting 
God in the middle of your circumstances. His Spirit is waiting to explain to you what is going on. To 
encourage you, inspire you, reassure you, comfort you, help you, in every circumstance.  

John 16:6–7 (ESV) 6 But because I have said these things to you, sorrow has filled your heart. 7 
Nevertheless, I tell you the truth: it is to your advantage that I go away, for if I do not go away, 
the Helper will not come to you. But if I go, I will send him to you. 

It is better to have the Holy Spirit than to have me next to you.  
Think about what Jesus is saying. Seriously?  

So we find peace in the Spirit of God when we surrender our minds to the things of God.  
Philippians 4:8–9 (ESV) 8 Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, 
whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence, if there is 
anything worthy of praise, think about these things. 9 What you have learned and received and heard 
and seen in me—practice these things, and the God of peace will be with you. 

Practice these things and The Promise.....the God of peace will be with you.  
The people of Jeremiah's time and even Jeremiah at times were worried about their future. They had 
rejected what God was doing. They had limited God's authority, His power and His sovereignty in their 
lives. In their arrogance....in their attempt to control the things of God, they thought they knew what 
God could and could not do.  

So...God sends Jeremiah with another message. A message and reminder of who is really in control 
and who is not.  

This passage is close to my heart because it is in this passage that God directed me to start 
Remnant. I had been leading a church...I knew we were in God's hands....I knew we were doing 
what He had directed us to do....I knew we were in the center of God's will....and then...even in 
His hands....everything fell apart...and I found myself...in the midst of incredible change. 

Jeremiah 18:1–2 (ESV) 1 The word that came to Jeremiah from the Lord: 2 “Arise, and go down to the 
potter’s house, and there I will let you hear my words.” 
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Every town had a potter. IMAGE 1 They were usually very skilled. Like today, people loved watching 
them work. With the subtlest of touch they can reshape, define and bring out what they perceive in 
their minds.  

 For Jeremiah, the “knowing” was in the “going.” Revelation follows obedience. He had to get up 
and go, and so must all of us who wish for our spiritual lives to mature. We cannot sit and stagnate. 
We must be obedient to the truth God gives  

Jeremiah 18:2–4 (ESV) 3 So I went down to the potter’s house, and there he was working at his wheel. 4 
And the vessel he was making of clay was spoiled in the potter’s hand, and he reworked it into another 
vessel, as it seemed good to the potter to do. 

God’s work has a purpose. “There he was, making something at the wheel” (v. 3). The potter was not 
fooling with the clay, he was not playing with it, he was not amusing himself! It was work, it was 
serious; there was purpose in it.   

Wheel: In Hebrew this is literally “the two stones.” IMAGE 2 The potter’s wheel consisted of two 
stones in the shape of disks. The lower stone was larger than the upper one, and the potter could 
spin it with his feet while working the clay on top of the smaller stone.  

Of course what we are to see here is that God is the potter and Judah (therefore us) are the 
clay.The Potter is serious about His creation and God is not playing with me. Just as the potter has 
a serious investment in his product, so does God have a purpose in creating me. So also does He 
have a purpose in creating nations. 
Play dough example 1 

Note the vessel spoiled while in the Potter's hands. He hadn't neglected it. He hadn't stopped working 
on it....it spoiled while in his hands.  

As we have been discussing. God created man and said His creation was very good. He was attentive 
to man, walked with man and led man by His Spirit. But while God was caring for man, man did not 
care about God. The clay became 
marred...contaminated...damaged...defaced...spoiled...blemished..disfigured...changed in 
character.....it was a good thing gone bad. Notice it does not say that it was marred by the hand of 
the potter. This is something that became inherently wrong in the clay. On the individual level, we 
have all sinned and fallen short of the glory of God. Can that marred clay possibly help itself? Does 
not its shape and its destiny from beginning to end rest in the hands of the potter?  

 All of us here today were marred by sin, we were de-faced, disfigured, blemished, and God had to 
do a work on us on the potter’s wheel. As we read the text, one might wonder why did the potter 
not leave the broken and marred clay, and use a fresh and flaw-less piece? There was plenty of it 
at his disposal.  
For some reason, when we read this text we tend to soften it a bit. Remember the context of this 
passage and why God sent Jeremiah to watch the Potter.  
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Jeremiah’s message is about judgment. The pot on the potter’s wheel is not meant to be 
comforting. Like much modern art, it is meant to be disturbing. Jeremiah’s message is about clay 
in the hands of an angry potter. If God can do whatever he wants, then he has the right to 
destroy you for your sins. God is the one who brought you into this world, and he can take you 
out of it. Until you recognize this, you have not fully reckoned with the sovereignty of God. The 
reason God took Jeremiah down to the potter’s house was to warn Israel about the wrath of 
God. But it was also to remind Jeremiah of God's Sovereignty. He has total authority and power 
to do whatever He wants with the clay....and with man.  

God decided to give the marred clay a rebirth. The good thing gone bad has been re-created. “So he 
made it again into another vessel” (v. 4). In that split second, standing there in the potter’s shop, with 
the smell of wet clay and the sound of it spinning in the potter’s hands, Jeremiah tasted the powers of 
the age to come. He saw ahead into the sovereign intention of God to make out of the marred an 
entirely new humanity.   

The new creation was God’s idea. “As it seemed good to the potter to make” (v. 4). First, in the act 
of redeeming a lost humanity, God pleased Himself. He satisfied His own vision. God had made a 
covenant promise to Abraham. In order to fulfill His purpose and promise to man....things had to 
change.   

Why not just throw it away? Because he knew that if the imperfections that marred the clay were 
removed the vessel could be perfected, and so he tried again. 

Jeremiah 18:5–6 (ESV) 5 Then the word of the Lord came to me: 6 “O house of Israel, can I not do with 
you as this potter has done? declares the Lord. Behold, like the clay in the potter’s hand, so are you in 
my hand, O house of Israel. 

The potter has prerogative. Not only was the new vessel His vision and His execution, it becomes His 
possession to do with as He pleases. Jeremiah was not the first to use imagery of the potter in 
reference to the sovereignty of God.  

Psalm 115:3 (ESV) 3 Our God is in the heavens; he does all that he pleases. 
The doctrinal point of this passage can be stated very simply: God can do whatever he wants with you. 
This is what it means for him to be God. Because God is God, he is free to do whatever he pleases. In 
his hands rest all power, rule, control, authority, kingdom, government, and dominion. 

This is the doctrine of the sovereignty of God. Some people do not care for this doctrine. Others 
tremble at it. Some may even try to oppose it. But it cannot be denied. Human beings are not on 
equal terms with God. He is the Creator; we are the creatures. God is the absolute sovereign; all 
others are totally subservient.  

Isaiah 45:9 (ESV) 9 “Woe to him who strives with him who formed him, a pot among earthen pots! 
Does the clay say to him who forms it, ‘What are you making?’ or ‘Your work has no handles’? 

If you and I think that we have arrived, and we have it made, we are wrong, because God is not 
through with us yet. If you and I think we have seen it all, and now we have it made, we are wrong, 
be-cause God is not through with us yet. If you and I think we have faced our last test and trial, we 
could be wrong, be-cause God might have more tests and trials for us, and he might not be through 
with us yet. 

For a believer in Christ...change means...God is not through with you yet. If God is going to shape 
you, mold you, and form you into Christ....there is a lot of change coming in your life.   
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Jeremiah 18:7–8 (ESV) 7 If at any time I declare concerning a nation or a kingdom, that I will pluck up 
and break down and destroy it, 8 and if that nation, concerning which I have spoken, turns from its evil, I 
will relent of the disaster that I intended to do to it. 

The vessel has responsibility. Herein we encounter the interplay between the sovereignty of God and 
the responsibility of humankind, an issue that has been controversial in the Christian church 
throughout its history. The one claim we can make, however, from this text and the whole sweep of 
biblical revelation is that the God who has redeemed and recreated us holds us accountable for our 
response to that singular act of grace and brilliance.  

Jeremiah 18:8–10 (ESV) 9 And if at any time I declare concerning a nation or a kingdom that I will build 
and plant it, 10 and if it does evil in my sight, not listening to my voice, then I will relent of the good that 
I had intended to do to it. 11 Now, therefore, say to the men of Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem: 
‘Thus says the Lord, Behold, I am shaping disaster against you and devising a plan against you. Return, 
every one from his evil way, and amend your ways and your deeds.’ 

Play dough example 2 
The sovereign potter desires to fashion Judah into a useful vessel, but she is no longer malleable. 
Instead she is brittle and set in her resistance to His purposes for her. Judah does answer His plea, but 
her answer is no. Jeremiah must have felt a distinct agony in receiving the hopeful vision in the 
potter’s house, rushing to deliver its message of repentance, and then seeing only the faces of his 
hearers set in anger. 

Jeremiah 18:12 (ESV) 12 “But they say, ‘That is in vain! We will follow our own plans, and will every one 
act according to the stubbornness of his evil heart.’ 

Jeremiah 18:13–17 (ESV) 13 “Therefore thus says the Lord: Ask among the nations, Who has heard the 
like of this? The virgin Israel has done a very horrible thing. 14 Does the snow of Lebanon leave the crags 
of Sirion? Do the mountain waters run dry, the cold flowing streams? 15 But my people have forgotten 
me; they make offerings to false gods; they made them stumble in their ways, in the ancient roads, and 
to walk into side roads, not the highway, 16 making their land a horror, a thing to be hissed at forever. 
Everyone who passes by it is horrified and shakes his head. 17 Like the east wind I will scatter them 
before the enemy. I will show them my back, not my face, in the day of their calamity.” 

What a humiliation it is for Judah to lose her credibility. The body language of her public is so well 
described, hissing and wagging heads Instead of the glory and honor for which she was designed.  

God goes on to point out two glaring inconsistencies just as He did in the earlier lesson. They are 
acting against common sense and against common practice. Even the pagan nations that have no 
revelation of God are not this bad. “Ask now among the Gentiles, who has heard such things?” (v. 
13). Anybody can see that Judah is a scandal. “Everyone who passes by it will be astonished and 
shake his head” (v. 16). Judah’s stupidity is obvious to everyone but herself. 

Jeremiah 18:18 (ESV) 18 Then they said, “Come, let us make plots against Jeremiah, for the law shall not 
perish from the priest, nor counsel from the wise, nor the word from the prophet. Come, let us strike 
him with the tongue, and let us not pay attention to any of his words.” 
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Notice something incredible here. They acknowledge that the law...the truth...is not going away. The 
truth will not perish from the priest...counsel will not perish from the wise...and the Word will not 
perish from the prophet. Truth is truth. So let's attack the source of that truth with the tongue. Let's 
ignore the truth that He is speaking.  
I told you that this passage was instrumental in launching Remnant. I thought I had everything figured 
out. I thought things were going along just fine. But then God brought change....a lot of change.  

Not only was God reshaping us into something new....He was doing so in a very painful way. When 
people cannot attack the truth effectively....they attack the deliver of that truth. Today we call it 
politics. If I can't win an argument to get my way, I will attack you personally and try to discredit you. 
If the source is discredited...then the truth must not be true.  

Jeremiah is in that place. He is delivering truth and He is under personal attack for doing so.  
The spiritual leaders are attacking him.  They combine the weight of their professions and their 
intellects in a scheme to slander Jeremiah and find him guilty of some heresy. This dynamic is a 
foreshadowing of what Jesus will face when the Scribes and Pharisees are seeking to trap Him and find 
something by which to accuse Him. 

 People resist change and are naturally resistant to truth. So they often attack. It is not just a reality 
for pastors...it is a reality for everyone who follows Jesus and speaks truth.Any communicator of 
God’s truth, living on the front line, attempting to challenge the lies of this world, is forced to deal 
with high doses of rejection, personal character attacks and church politics.  

John 15:19–21 (ESV) 19 If you were of the world, the world would love you as its own; but because 
you are not of the world, but I chose you out of the world, therefore the world hates you. 20 
Remember the word that I said to you: ‘A servant is not greater than his master.’ If they 
persecuted me, they will also persecute you. If they kept my word, they will also keep yours. 21 
But all these things they will do to you on account of my name, because they do not know him 
who sent me. 
We keep on going, but the hurt sinks down deep into the human spirit. When it begins to fester, 
we are surprised at the power of these negative emotions, mostly repressed and thought to be 
under control. When they erupt, they seem to take on a life of their own. That is where Jeremiah 
is here. He has been falsely accused....He has done all that God told him to do. He knows that he is 
in the center of God's Will. But everything is changing and now it is personal. He does the best he 
can do with these emotions. Rather than lashing out at people and attacking them. He begs God 
to take care of them. Pay attention to the emotion in this prayer 

Jeremiah 18:19–23 (ESV) 19 Hear me, O Lord, and listen to the voice of my adversaries. 20 Should good 
be repaid with evil? Yet they have dug a pit for my life. Remember how I stood before you to speak good 
for them, to turn away your wrath from them. 21 Therefore deliver up their children to famine; give 
them over to the power of the sword; let their wives become childless and widowed. May their men 
meet death by pestilence, their youths be struck down by the sword in battle. 22 May a cry be heard 
from their houses, when you bring the plunderer suddenly upon them! For they have dug a pit to take 
me and laid snares for my feet. 23 Yet you, O Lord, know all their plotting to kill me. Forgive not their 
iniquity, nor blot out their sin from your sight. Let them be overthrown before you; deal with them in 
the time of your anger. 
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Jeremiah is blowing up in prayer. He is asking God to go nuclear. His emotions are boiling over. He is in 
the midst of righteous anger.  They have rejected the message of God and now they are rejecting Him. 
He was called by God to show them truth...they are not only not listening...now they are attacking.... 

I stood before you to speak good for them. I begged on their behalf that you would turn your wrath 
away from them. I weeped and pleaded on their behalf. Do you remember God how I stood before 
them with the truth? Now they want to destroy me.....Kill them God!!! Jeremiah is a man of God but 
he is not God. His prayer comes from the human emotion, human psyche, and the human need for 
vindication and justice.  

Do you see how this is a foreshadowing of Jesus?  
Jesus came to show them the Father. To speak and live out truth. To reveal to them the 
unconditional love of the Father. They resisted Him too and when they couldn't stand His truth 
anymore...they attacked His character and not only planned to kill Him but did so. Do you want to 
see the difference between God's love and ours? Think about Jeremiah's prayer for nuclear 
destruction of his enemies...and that of Jesus.  

Matthew 23:37 (ESV) 37 “O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the prophets and stones those 
who are sent to it! How often would I have gathered your children together as a hen gathers her 
brood under her wings, and you were not willing! 
Luke 23:34 (ESV) 34 And Jesus said, “Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do.” And 
they cast lots to divide his garments. 

God is reshaping the clay...bringing change...to more our hearts to be more like Christ's. Jeremiah's 
prayer is heartfelt and authentic but it is a worldly prayer of revenge. Jesus' prayer comes from the 
Father's heart. It is one of love. The contrast shows us how far we have to go and how much change 
we can expect.  

If you are a follower of Jesus and you are not experiencing change...something is wrong.  

God's children...Remnant...will constantly experience change. We have no guarantee of our future. We 
have no real idea of what God has planned for us. All we know is that change is coming. Change that we 
cannot imagine. Changes we haven't even thought of yet.  

Jeremiah 33:2–3 (ESV) 2 “Thus says the Lord who made the earth, the Lord who formed it to establish 
it—the Lord is his name: 3 Call to me and I will answer you, and will tell you great and hidden things that 
you have not known. 

The things of God....are things we do not yet know. God was bringing good news to Jeremiah. God will 
not throw away Judah...He will take them..marred clay and all...and reshape them back to the plan 
that He had for them. He was giving them a second chance. A chance to go back...to live again...led by 
the Spirit. I love that we serve a God of second chances 

God's children...Remnant...will constantly experience change. We have no guarantee of our future. 
We have no real idea of what God has planned for us. All we know is that change is coming. Change 
that we cannot imagine. Changes we haven't even thought of yet. That is the big announcement 
today.  

Change is Coming At Remnant. Each one of us. Each day. Surrendered..... Shaped Molded....Pliable 
in the Father's Hands....creating each of us...and thus our church collectively....into great and 
hidden things that we have not known.  
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Imagine this church.....you and your life....completely led by the Holy Spirit....Anxious about 
nothing...fully trusting the Spirit that leads us.... 

Imagine what this church could do for God if we were all together surrendered and shaped by the 
Father. God is telling Judah and He is telling us....I am the God of second chances 

Is there an area of your life...where you need a second chance? God has something good for each of us 
here today. Every turning of the wheel and every touch of His hand has been to mould and shape us to 
be like Christ. God wants to make the very best he can of each of us. God is calling for marred vessels to 
surrender in the potter’s hand. So many today have been marred by sin, but God is saying just come to 
the potter’s house.  

Picture Remnant with a big sign out there with hands beckoning, marred vessels are welcome here, at 
the potter’s house. Messed up people...come. Sinful people...come. Whatever you might consider to 
be marring your life, the potter can help you, so come to the potter’s house. Every flaw, every 
disfigurement, every problem is welcomed at the potter’s house. If you feel hopeless, just come to the 
potter’s house. If you feel helpless, just come to the potter’s house. If you feel burdened and worn 
down, just come to the potter’s house. If you feel you are being controlled by the flesh, just come to 
the potter’s house. If you have attitudes that needs to be changed, just come to the potter’s house.  

If you find it hard to forgive others, just come to the potter’s house. If you like to complain, stir up 
things and gossip, just come to the potter’s house. If you feel nobody loves you, or nobody cares 
about you, just come to the potter’s house. If you feel resentment to those around you, just come to 
the potter’s house. As you come to the potter’s house, a marred vessel, get ready to be placed in 
the hand of the potter, to be put on a wheel so that you can be a re-made vessel. Prepare yourself 
for God sized changes in your life. Prepare yourself for a new future...full of surprises...completely 
unpredictable... 
God does not cast us away, but God put us afresh upon the wheel and makes us again. In the re-
making process the clay must be broken up and remodelled. God as his way of breaking up marred 
vessels. That marred life must be disturbed and shaken up, so that God may be able to fashion that 
life. We call that process change...and we don't like it.  

On the wheel, something which in our eyes we think is indispensable, something which we 
thought we could not do without, is taken away; and something which seems needless is added. 
On the wheel, there is a cutting and a shaping. On the wheel, there is a moulding and a making. 
On the wheel, hopelessness turns to hope. On the wheel, low esteem turns to God's esteem. On 
the wheel, that nobody becomes a somebody.  

On the wheel, that bad attitude turns to something good. On the wheel, that unforgiving spirit 
turns to a spirit of forgiveness. I believe today, God wants to put us all on that wheel to remake 
us, and to make something beautiful out of our lives. That is the big change that God is bringing 
to Remnant. God is going to reshape all of us....and it is going to be incredible.  
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If your life has proven a failure up to this point, let God take your life, what-ever is left of it, and 
let God remake you. Maybe you are saying I have gone too far in sin, there is no hope for me, 
just get on the wheel, and allow the potter to re-make you. God wants you to yield yourself 
afresh to him. God wants you to confess that you have marred his work, and God is ready to 
remake you. Jacob’s life was marred, but God remade him. David the man who was close to 
God, his life was marred, but God remade him. Peter the one who walked and talked with our 
Lord, his life was marred, but God remade him. You too can be remade by the Master. 

Once you have been to the potter’s house; once you have been placed on the potter’s wheel; 
once you have been remade by the potter into a useful vessel, you will never be the same 
again. 
I want to en-courage someone here today, and remind you that broken lives are being remade 
by the potter, and become useful lives. Lives that have been going in the wrong direction, can 
be turned around and headed in the right direction. Lives that have been going contary to 
God’s will, can be changed.  

In the potter’s hand, the potter is able to do with the clay whatever he sees fit to do. In the 
potter’s hand, the clay becomes helpless, it is no longer what the clay wills, but it is what the 
potter wills. Sometimes in the potter’s hand that shaping and remaking might be hard to go 
through. Sometimes in the potter’s hand, that testing and suffering might be hard to bear. 
Sometimes in the potter’s hand it feels we can’t make it, but I want somebody to know, yes 
you can make it, yes you can take it, because God is not through with you yet. 

The Master Potter is making vessels; vessels that can used in his Kingdom, will you be that vessel of 
use? There lies in the clay, a dead, heavy mass of clay, with no beauty, unless it is placed in the hand 
of the potter. Picture the Possibilities of God taking you and me, putting us on the potter’s wheel and 
remaking us into useful vessels. God has a purpose in every life as the potter has with the clay. God 
has a purpose for your life, and not every life has the same purpose. Maybe God’s purpose for your 
life is for you to get off of drugs or alcohol and become a counselor to others, will you answer the call?  

Maybe God’s purpose for your life is for you to be a missionary someday, will you answer the call? 
Maybe God’s purpose for your life is to become a mentor to underprivledged kids someday, will you 
answer the call? Maybe God’s purpose for your life is to stay in the background and pray for God’s 
church, will you answer the call? In the hand of the potter; in the hand of the Master potter, you can 
be what God wants you to be. I want to invite you all to come, and say Lord, I am placing my life in 
the hands of the Master potter to be used as he sees that is best. 
Are you willing to trust the Potter? Do you believe that he knows best, designs best, shapes best, 
and fashions best? If you have given your heart to God, you can trust him to transform you into 
something useful and beautiful. If that seems hard to believe, it is because he is not even close to 
being finished yet. He is taking the time to work on the parts of your life that are still lumpy and off-
centered. Some parts he may need to smash down and raise up all over again. Will you trust him—
really trust him—to do what is best? Spirit led people embrace change...they look forward to 
it...they see God working in it....they understand it....they don't have to control it...they just place 
themselves in the middle of it.  
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Adelaide Pollard (1862–1934) wrote a hymn for willing clay, the kind of clay that stays on the 
wheel to be shaped in the Potter’s hands: Have thine own way, Lord! Have thine own way! Thou 
art the potter; I am the clay. Mold me and make me after thy will, While I am waiting, yielded and 
still. Have thine own way, Lord! Have thine own way! Hold o’er my being absolute sway! Fill with 
thy Spirit till all shall see Christ only, always, living in me! 
"And the vessel that he made of clay was marred in the hand of the potter; so he made it again 
another vessel.." Thank GOD...Let's pray 

 

 


